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for embedded developers, it may make sense to use a vendor-agnostic flow editor. the "native" flow
editor that synopsys has offered for a while, called sdc enterprise, is still available, but koeter says

that it's not as well-suited for large designs, because it's built on a proprietary platform. koeter says
that the new platform will be a pc-centric, html-based workflow editor. it will include a visual block-
based ui, which should make it easier to break up large designs into manageable chunks. it will also
include a graphical front-end to synopsys's fpga-based synthesis engine, which will allow users to

place blocks directly on a fpga board, rather than try and do so with a software-based model. the sdc
enterprise platform will continue to be available, but synopsys will have an entirely new product

based on the new platform, called synopsys design compiler sdc studio. the first release of the new
tool should be available in the coming months. koeter says that the new product should improve the
efficiency and ease of use of the design process. the hope is to allow designers to be more effective
at creating different types of chips, including use cases and application scenarios. if the new product
can improve the overall quality of the design process, it could be worth the investment of time and

energy. in the long run, that may translate to a more efficient production process and a more
competitive product. synopsys will continue to sell the new sdc studio as a standalone product,

though koeter says that its primary focus is on the new platform. the new product will be released as
a preview in early 2014, and the company expects to ship a final version to customers in the second

half of 2014.
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beyond the contractual synergy
between the two companies'
products, the acquisition will

provide synopsys with access to a
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host of target compiler technologies
customers. koeter said that the

company is forecasting a year end
ramp for the combined business,

with the company also expecting to
build out its customer base in the

second half of the year. integration
of target compiler technologies'

customers into the synopsys
organization should be seamless,
with koeter noting that synopsys
already does business with some

target compiler technologies
customers, such as glenwood, kla

tencor, and mentor. gutierrez noted
that integration of synopsys

customers into the target compiler
technologies team is relatively

straightforward, even though the
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two companies are geographically
distinct. the combined company will
maintain manufacturing sites in 180

locations throughout the world,
koeter noted. the vast majority of

those sites are in asia, and most of
the remaining locations are in north

america. a few months ago,
synopsys acquired a patent

portfolio from activesignal, a maker
of board-level rtl simulation tools.
synopsys describes the acquisition
as allowing it to deliver "advanced

solution integration, ip
management, better eda

technology, and simulation."
similarly, koeter sees acquisition of
the activesignal patent portfolio as
enabling synopsys to more quickly
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and effectively integrate its own ip
environment. koeter also notes that

active signal customers are
essentially synopsys customers,

and the acquisition will give
synopsys and its customers access
to activesignal's more traditional

products as well. 5ec8ef588b
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